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Leicester battle from two goals behind to earn draw at Liverpool 
Character is essential in a relegation battle and Leicester City displayed it in 
abundance at Anfield. More importantly, it was their quality that stalled 
Liverpool’s momentum as Nigel Pearson and company went from raging at the 
referee, Mike Jones, at half-time to applauding a stirring fightback at the close. 
“We got what we deserved,” lamented Brendan Rodgers. 
The Leicester manager reiterated his call for video technology after his bottom-of-
the-table side conceded two penalties, one for a ball striking their captain, Wes 
Morgan, in the face. Their complaints were legitimate but should not overshadow 
the impressive performance that earned a deserved point against a sluggish, 
careless Liverpool side. A comfortable two-goal lead at half-time owed little to 
Liverpool’s display and almost everything to the match official but that luxury was 
squandered as easily as the ball on a trying afternoon for Rodgers. 
“We weren’t bright enough on the ball,” the Liverpool manager said. “We didn’t 
keep the ball for long enough and the rhythm of our passing was slower than 
normal. We were fortunate enough to get a penalty and then we found ourselves 
2-0 up. That should be enough to play the game out but we made too many 
mistakes.” 
Steven Gerrard scored the two penalties – the first a joke, the second justified – 
as Leicester players railed at Jones and their coaching staff gathered at the top of 
the tunnel to berate the referee at half-time. 
Pearson made his displeasure known before heading to the dressing room after a 
word with a police officer. “I spoke to him,” clarified the Leicester manager, who 
was fined £10,000 and given a one-match touchline ban over his recent spat with 
a fan. “He was there to manage the area. I spoke to him before the game, too. I 
haven’t been arrested.” 
Leicester were the more enterprising side and should have been ahead before 
Jones pointed to the spot for the first time. The impressive Riyad Mahrez, 
whoscored the winner at Hull City that ended a run of six straight Premier League 
defeats for Pearson’s side, hit the woodwork after 66 seconds with a free-kick 
that deceived Simon Mignolet at his near post. Mahrez then squandered a 
glorious chance from Jeffrey Schlupp’s cross. The two wide men were a thorn in 
Liverpool’s side and will be sorely missed when they depart for the Africa Cup of 
Nations. 
Advertisement 
Liverpool’s energy and intensity dropped from the highs of Monday against 
Swansea City but they were gifted a penalty when Raheem Sterling’s cross from 
the byline hit the diving Morgan in the face before connecting with his arm. The 
referee, who has the ‘beach ball’ goal against Liverpool among his litany of errors, 
decided otherwise and Gerrard, back in the starting lineup having been rested 
against Swansea, converted the penalty to the left of the goalkeeper Ben Hamer. 
“I’m not going to be ultra-critical but we could see what happened within 
seconds,” said Pearson. “We could make the officials’ job much easier if we 
utilised the technology that is available but we don’t and so this will keep 
happening.” 
Heads could easily have dropped, given Leicester’s position, but they continued to 
press, only to be undone by a second Liverpool penalty. This one was legitimate. 
Three blue shirts backed off Philippe Coutinho as he weaved down the left and his 
flick into the area struck Danny Simpson’s raised hand. 
Jones called it right, Hamer dived the same way from the spot-kick but Gerrard 
went the other. Pearson said: “It hits his hand but it was unintentional. There is 
no consistency.” 
David Nugent replaced the injured Danny Drinkwater in the Leicester attack and 
should have pulled a goal back early in the second half with a free header from 
Matty James’ corner. That effort was glanced wide but the boyhood Evertonian 
made no mistake with a superb finish seconds later. A flowing passing move was 
rounded off in fitting fashion when James lofted a ball into the area, the tireless 
Jamie Vardy chested down to Nugent and the striker hitch-kicked a half volley into 
the far corner. 
Leicester were deservedly level two minutes later, courtesy of another fine goal, 
this time from Schlupp, who was given too much space on the edge of the area 
and drilled a low finish inside Mignolet’s left-hand post. 
Man of the match Matty James (Leicester City) 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/football/leicestercity
http://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
http://www.theguardian.com/football/steven-gerrard
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2014/dec/19/nigel-pearson-fine-ban-fa-row-leicester-supporter
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2014/dec/19/nigel-pearson-fine-ban-fa-row-leicester-supporter
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2014/dec/28/hull-city-leicester-city-premier-league-match-report
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2009/oct/18/premier-league-liverpool-beachball
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Steven Gerrard nets controversial penalties but Foxes score twice in 
two minutes to embarrass Reds 
Here was one encounter with Liverpool when Nigel Pearson would have been 
more justified in rattling off a few expletives. 
Last month Pearson was given a touchline ban after letting rip at one of his club’s 
fans when provoked during his side’s 3-1 defeat at home by Liverpool. On Sunday, 
Leicester’s manager remained rather restrained, calling only for the introduction 
of video technology to avoid the kind of decisions that proved so costly to his 
struggling side. But the first of two penalties that were awarded to Liverpool 
would have angered any manager at Anfield, given that Mike Jones punished Wes 
Morgan for handball when Raheem Sterling’s cross struck the Leicester captain 
square in the face. Any sense of injustice was softened for Pearson by the 
response from his players: two stunning second-half goals from David Nugent and 
Jeffrey Schlupp in less than two minutes that underlined just how well they 
performed. But when a team sits bottom they need wins, not draws, and Pearson 
will regard this as two points lost rather than one gained. 
It was one of those games that leaves both managers feeling a little bruised; the 
frustration for Brendan Rodgers his side’s failure to build on the momentum of 
successive victories. 
If Rodgers thought his side had turned a corner with that dynamic display against 
Swansea on Monday night, they seemed to run into a bit of a dead end again 
here. Philippe Coutinho delivered another fine attacking performance but as a 
team Liverpool certainly lacked the flair and pace of that 4-1 demolition of 
Swansea, instead showing the usual defensive frailties that explain why they are 
conceding as many goals as they score this season.  
Rodgers acknowledged his players made ‘too many mistakes’, even if he also 
complained of ‘fatigue’ in this busy Christmas period. It will give him no pleasure 
to learn that this was only the third time in the Premier League that Liverpool 
have thrown away a two-goal lead.  Buoyed by a first win in 99 days last weekend, 
Leicester started this encounter in some style. They were the better team and, 
had the excellent Riyad Mahrez been more accurate with his finishing, could have 
been ahead. After little more than a minute Mahrez had seen a free kick bounce 
off a stranded Simon Mignolet’s left-hand post and the Algerian should have 
scored a few minutes later when Schlupp escaped Emre Can. Mahrez sent his 
close-range shot both high and wide. 
A Liverpool side strengthened by the return of Gerrard but short of goalscoring 
options, with Mario Balotelli not even on the bench bceause of injury, according 
to a club spokesman, offered little until that controversial 17th-minute penalty.  
Coutinho sparked the move that led to the incident that so incensed Leicester, 
sending Sterling clear with a marvellous pass. But Morgan did everything you 
might expect from a captain and central defender, moving swiftly to recover the 
ground on the young England forward and launching himself to block the shot. 
For showing such courage and athleticism Morgan really deserved better. Gary 
Lineker was so angry he described it on Twitter as the ‘worst decision ever’; a 
measure as much of his passion for Leicester as a referee’s incompetence.  
Mahrez would threaten again with a free kick that was deflected over Mignolet’s 
crossbar but with Coutinho very much at the centre of things Liverpool were 
playing with more purpose. Adam Lallana went close and when Coutinho darted 
into the area and attempted to lift the ball into the path of his advancing team-
mates, Danny Simpson foolishly halted its progress with an outstretched hand. 
Pearson thought it harsh as well but this time Jones got it right. It was handball 
and Gerrard struck again, six minutes before the break. From a corner Liverpool 
then tried something rather more spectacular, with Lallana inviting Henderson to 
try his luck with a volley from outside the 18-yard box. Henderson connected 
beautifully, but his effort whistled just wide. The first half concluded with Pearson 
talking to a police officer who was patrolling the technical area. He joked 
afterwards that he had not been arrested. After the break Alberto Moreno very 
nearly increased Liverpool’s lead, but with the loss of Lallana to a thigh injury 
after 55 minutes came a slight loss of impetus. Within four minutes Leicester had 
scored, Jamie Vardy chesting a ball forward from Matty James into the path of 
Nugent and inviting the former England striker to score with a spectacular hitch-
kick style half-volley. No sooner had the game restarted than Leicester struck 
again, with Schlupp guiding a left-foot shot from outside the penalty area past 
Can and beyond Mignolet, who for some reason did not even move. 
Further opportunities would follow for both sides, with Jones opting not to award 
another penalty against Morgan for a challenge on Fabio Borini. If he was feeling 
more generous towards Morgan after that first-half error, it was the least 
Leicester deserved. 
Liverpool: Mignolet 6; Can 5.5, Toure 5.5, Sakho 5.5; Henderson 6.5, Gerrard 6.5, 
Lucas 5 (Markovic 72, 5.5), Moreno 5.5; Coutinho 7.5 (Lambert 85), Lallana 5.5 
(Borini 55, 5.5); Sterling 7. Subs not used: Ward, Lovren, Manquillo, Ojo 
Booked: Lucas, Gerrard Goals: Gerrard 17 (pen), 40 (pen) Manager: Brendan 
Rodgers 
Leicester City: Hamer 6; Simpson 5.5, Wasilewski 6, Morgan 5.5, De Laet 6; 
Schlupp 7, Drinkwater 6 (Nugent, 36, 7), James 7, Hammond 7 (Cambiasso 66, 6); 
Mahrez 7.5, Vardy 6.5 (Ulloa 74, 6). Subs not used: Smith, Lawrence, Moore, 
Knockaert Booked: Wasilewski, James. Goals: Nugent 58, Schlupp 60  
Manager: Nigel Pearson  
Referee: Mike Jones 5  Attendance: 44,720 Man of the match: Mahrez  
 
 
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-
2893371/Liverpool-2-2-Leicester-City-Steven-Gerrard-nets-controversial-
penalties-Foxes-score-twice-two-minutes-embarrass-Reds.html#ixzz3Nkkc0lvR  
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook 

 
Nigel Pearson fumes at refereeing as City strike back 
In usual circumstances you would imagine a visiting manager to Anfield to be in 
jovial mood having taken a deserved point. 
Nigel Pearson’s demeanour was of a man who had just been left out of the last 
round of beers on New Year’s Eve. It made it tempting to double check the score, 
confirmation required his side did indeed fight back from two goals down. 
His malcontent stemmed from the fact Leicester City had any such deficit to 
cancel out – Liverpool were given two contentious penalties - but it was rather 
like a dourness face-off in the Press Room after the game. Brendan Rodgers could 
not hide his despair after his side sacrificed a position of comfort with more 
amateurish defending, while Pearson felt – with some justification – his side was 
denied victory due to the poor decisions. 
Referee Mike Jones was spared criticism – the call was for video technology 
rather than the head of the official – but he has considerable previous, his 
portfolio of howlers swelling to the point where you have to wonder what he is 
doing officiating games of this standard. 
By means of reminder, he is the same referee who booked Sergio Aguero for 
‘diving’ last month. 
On this occasion he deemed a Raheem Sterling cross hitting Wes Morgan in the 
face a handball. The 16th-minute penalty converted by Steven Gerrard should 
have been the game-changer following an enterprising start by Leicester when 
Riyad Mahrez hit the post and missed a sitter. 
When a second penalty was awarded before half-time, everyone within expletive 
hearing distance of the Leicester manager was on alert. It was less controversial – 
the ball did actually hit Danny Simpson on the arm – although whether he was in 
a position to do much about it two yards from Philippe Coutinho belting it directly 
at him is another matter. 
Pearson spoke with logic and restraint as he argued the case for an instant replay. 
“We could make it much easier for everyone concerned if technology was used,” 
he said. 
“When the whistle has gone and the players are remonstrating it could be seen 
instantly. It will fuel the debate about technology. We have the benefit to see in a 
few seconds of what happened it is unfortunate we had to deal with two 
occasions like that. That is how it is. The game would be easier using what is 
available. 
“The second one is about how the rules are interpreted and whether there is a 
level of consistency. You can see it is unintentional." 
No-one was arguing with the Leicester manager, especially when the evidence 
was so clear, but you did have to wonder if such grumpiness really captured the 
mood of the fans in the away end. His side had just come back from two goals 
down at Anfield, nullifying the attacking threat of a side that was promising earlier 
in the week to go on the rampage again. Most managers would still have been 
skipping back on to the coach home, prioritising the applause for his players' 
courage and character. 
It should have been Rodgers who was most irate, Liverpool squandering an 
opportunity to reduce the arrears to third-placed Manchester United to a mere 
six points. 
They were poor, unable to repeat the high tempo game that was so reassuring 
against Swansea, while succumbing to two well-taken but avoidable goals. 
David Nugent and Jeffrey Schlupp will long remember the wonderful finishes from 
the edge of the penalty box – Nugent’s volley was a peach – but they benefited 
from Liverpool surrendering possession with lethargic passing. 
“We got what we deserved,” said Rodgers. “We didn’t play well. They were poor 
goals, giving the ball away cheaply. Overall there is a bit of frustration but I can’t 
be too unhappy because we did not deserve anything.” 
It started to go wrong for Liverpool when Adam Lallana limped off with a thigh 
strain on 55 minutes. Five minutes later it was 2-2. 
After a recent improvement, Rodgers will not be searching for a new formula yet. 
His players looked fatigued, especially Sterling who has toiled all season, and the 
reminder that the damage of the first six months of this campaign is a long way 
from being repaired is no bad thing. 
Liverpool have an unhealthy habit of leaping on encouraging performances and 
suggesting everything is okay in their world again. It isn't yet. They still can not 
look at the Premier League table and feel anything but concern, and the legacy of 
those early months means they can afford few more slip-ups if they truly want 
fourth place. It is not beyond them, but they’ll need greater consistency to 
achieve it. 
As for Leicester, should they avoid relegation by a single point perhaps Pearson 
will look back on this as the day he should have cracked a smile or – at very least – 
granted himself a feeling of mild if restrained content. 
 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-2893371/Liverpool-2-2-Leicester-City-Steven-Gerrard-nets-controversial-penalties-Foxes-score-twice-two-minutes-embarrass-Reds.html#ixzz3Nkkc0lvR
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-2893371/Liverpool-2-2-Leicester-City-Steven-Gerrard-nets-controversial-penalties-Foxes-score-twice-two-minutes-embarrass-Reds.html#ixzz3Nkkc0lvR
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-2893371/Liverpool-2-2-Leicester-City-Steven-Gerrard-nets-controversial-penalties-Foxes-score-twice-two-minutes-embarrass-Reds.html#ixzz3Nkkc0lvR
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rw?id=bBOTTqvd0r3Pooab7jrHcU&u=MailOnline
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rf?id=bBOTTqvd0r3Pooab7jrHcU&u=DailyMail
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/blackburn-rovers/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/liverpool/
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Steven Gerrard penalty double squandered against basement dwellers 
Leicester 
The sight of Nigel Pearson having his patience stretched when his side are 
playing Liverpool is becoming familiar. After the 3-1 defeat last month, 
the Leicester manager rounded on his own supporters, telling one of them to 
procreate and perish (or words to that effect). 
After back-to-back wins the new year was supposed usher in the beginning of the 
Reds' drive towards the top four but the same old defensive frailties were 
exposed by the league's bottom team. 
Leicester will argue a point was the least they deserved after the home side were 
gifted the first of two Steven Gerrard penalties when referee Mike Jones ruled the 
ball had hit Wes Morgan's hand when it was in fact his head. 
Danny Simpson definitely handballed for the second spot-kick, which saw 
Liverpool become the first team to score 100 Premier League penalties, but 
Leicester hit back after the break through substitute David Nugent and Jeffrey 
Schlupp. 
Two points dropped against a side which only just ended a run of 13 matches 
without a win is not the sort of thing required to mount a challenge for the 
Champions League places and Liverpool - missing Mario Balotelli after an injury in 
training on Wednesday - ended the day further off the top four than when they 
started it. 
Leicester had created the majority of the chances as their hosts struggled to 
regain the fluidity they displayed in Monday's victory over Swansea. 
Riyad Mahrez had three of his own in the first half-hour, two free-kicks from 
identical positions - one of which hit the post with goalkeeper Simon Mignolet 
beaten after just 66 seconds - and another from Schlupp's low left-wing cross. 
The Foxes knew from their encounter at home a month ago, when they took the 
lead but ended up losing 3-1, they could not afford to squander opportunities. 
One player who was excelling among the Reds mediocrity was Philippe Coutinho, 
who had a hand in both penalties. 
Having struggled for form the Brazil international has flourished in an inside-
forward role alongside Adam Lallana and behind central striker Raheem Sterling in 
recent weeks. 
One early diagonal ball over the top to Jordan Henderson was played to 
perfection and ruined only by the midfielder starting his run too early and being 
flagged offside. 
It was Coutinho's pass to Sterling which produced the first, controversial, penalty 
as when the England international tried to cut the ball back it hit Morgan. 
Jones ruled it was hand but television replays showed it was face. Gerrard did not 
waste too much time worrying about it as he tucked away the spot-kick. 
Lifted from their slumber Liverpool raised their game in the final third of the pitch 
with Lallana directing a header wide and firing past the far post after shifting 
Alberto Moreno's cross from right foot to left on the edge of the area. 
The second penalty was all Coutinho's doing as his weaving run saw the ball 
bounce up and hit Simpson's hand. 
There were no arguments this time and Gerrard went the other side to 
goalkeeper Ben Hamer's right. 
An indicator of confidence came when Henderson almost scored a goal of the 
season contender with a brilliant volley direct from Gerrard's corner. 
Leicester, understandably aggrieved with the officials' performance, upped the 
tempo after the break and only a perfectly-timed tackle from the ever-improving 
Mamadou Sakho prevented Jamie Vardy taking advantage of Kolo Toure's slip. 
But after Dean Hammond had missed a free-header from Matty James' flick-on at 
a corner there was a significant momentum change within less than two minutes. 
In the 58th minute substitute Nugent volleyed home brilliantly from Vardy's 
knockdown and with Liverpool still reeling from that Schlupp beat Mignolet from 
the edge of the area just 100 seconds later. 
Late in the game Rodgers made a number of formation switches as Lazar 
Markovic and Fabio Borini - and later Rickie Lambert - were sent on in an attempt 
to salvage two dropped points. 
Borini had a couple of attempts, one blocked by Markovic, and then proceeded to 
get in the way of a thunderbolt from Coutinho before a clumsy challenge on him 
by Morgan could have resulted in a third penalty but the referee was not in that 
generous a mood. 
 

 
Brendan Rodgers' side let two-goal lead slip at Anfield 
So much for New Year's resolutions... Liverpool's didn't even last the day out. 
On the back of one defeat in 10 and a return to the flair of last season, they had 
stated a determined intent to chase down a top four place with the momentum 
boss Brendan Rodgers believes always arrives in the second half of the campaign. 
That momentum though, was stopped dead by a Leicester fightback from two 
down as courageous as it was just, as the visitors exposed familiar Anfield frailties 
to right the outrage of a penalty awarded against them when the ball clearly 
struck their skipper Wes Morgan in the face. 
It was a weary performance from the home side, and despite a late rally that 
could have seen them still snatch victory, and both Jordan Henderson and – in 
particular – Lazar Markovic spurned glorious opportunities to score a winner. 
Rodgers argued afterwards that while his side simply didn't deserve the win which 
would have put them firmly in the middle of the Champions' League race, it was a 
setback as much about the tiredness of three games in six days. 
There is concern though, that a side with the defensive weakness even their 
manager loudly bemoaned, will struggle to make up the seven point gap which 
yawns between them and the top four. 
As visiting boss Nigel Pearson stated bluntly afterwards, no one could have argued 
had Leicester taken all three points...not least because of two contentious first 
half decisions which gave the Reds a two goal buffer. 
The first was a shocker from ref Mike Jones. When Coutinho's fine ball found 
Sterling on the left after 16 minutes, his cross was bravely defended by Morgan 
using his face to stop the ball, only to be penalised for handling. 
Steven Gerrard is probably the coolest penalty taker in the country, and he was 
not going to pass up such a gift, nor indeed a second just before half time. 
This time, the Foxes complaints were less justified, because for all the claims of 
Pearson that Danny Simpson's block with his arm from Coutinho's cross was 
unintentional, his arm was suspiciously raised and it looked a clear penalty. 
From there, you expected Liverpool to produce the form they showed here 
against Swansea, that hinted at a revival, but instead it was the relegation-
haunted visitors who looked the more inspired, thanks to substitute David 
Nugent. 
He was a childhood Everton fan, and clearly motivated when he came on, not only 
to prove he should have started, but also to put one over the old enemy. The 
delight was there to see in his face as Liverpool defended weakly to allow Vardy 
to easily cushion a chip to the edge of the box for the veteran striker to volley 
home brilliantly. 
That came just before the hour mark, and incredibly, two minutes later Leicester 
were level as the home time capitulated horrifically. There is a soft centre at the 
heart of this Reds team, and not enough leaders in the inevitable moments when 
games turn. 
Here, Leicester were rampant, and when the impressive Riyad Mahrez – who 
could easily have opened the scoring twice before Gerrard's first penalty – danced 
inside from the left to feed the equally audacious Jeffrey Schlupp the Ghana 
winger curled in a brilliant goal from the edge of the box. 
From there, the Reds actually did well to regroup, especially as they treated the 
ball as though it was booby-trapped at every subsequent set piece, and if Simon 
Mignolet had looked nervous as the two goals went in, he at least rallied to show 
some belated authority. 
That inspired a late charge, and Henderson was denied in a one on one with Ben 
Hamer, before Markovic somehow steered what was a simple header wide from 
barely six yards. 
Rodgers dismissed the game as a weary set-back, but it was a chance to stand on 
the heels of the top four spurned...and they must realise there won't be many 
more opportunities to close that forbidding gap. 
And the visitors will say that was justice because of Liverpool's first penalty which 
was awarded when the ball clearly struck skipper Wes Morgan in the face instead 
of on the hand referee Mike Jones deemed. 
Teams 
Liverpool: Mignolet, Can, Toure, Sakho, Henderson, Gerrard, Lucas, Moreno, 
Coutinho, Sterling, Lallana 
Subs: Lovren, Lambert, Manquillo, Borini, Markovic, Ward, Ojo. 
Leicester: Hamer, Simpson, Wasilewski, Morgan, De Laet, Mahrez, James, 
Drinkwater, Hammond, Schlupp, Vardy 
Subs: Moore, Cambiasso, Ulloa, Knockaert, Smith, Nugent, Lawrence. 

 

http://www.independent.co.uk/topic/LiverpoolFC
http://www.independent.co.uk/topic/LeicesterCity
http://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/leicester-city-fc
http://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/liverpool-fc
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New Year, same old Liverpool. 
Brendan Rodgers' side started 2015 in much the same manner as the second half 
of 2014 as they threw away a two-goal lead against rock-bottom Leicester City. 
Steven Gerrard scored two first-half penalties to give the Reds the platform to 
move nearer the Champions League qualification places. But two goals in two 
second-half minutes from Huyton-born striker David Nugent and Jeffrey Schlupp 
turned the game on its head. In truth, it was no more than the visitors deserved 
as the Reds were once again undone by their inability to keep a clean sheet. 
The Reds were similarly disappointing going forward, the exertions of the festive 
schedule clearly catching up with Rodgers' men. 
Gone for the most part was the verve and vigour that saw off Swansea City at 
Anfield three days earlier. Indeed, the award of Liverpool's first penalty was a 
poor decision from referee Mike Jones after the ball struck Leicester skipper Wes 
Morgan on the head and not his hand. 
A late home revival during the closing 15 minutes wasn't enough. And while 
extending their run of form to one defeat in 11, Liverpool must regard this as a 
missed opportunity against the strugglers. Martin Skrtel's one-match suspension 
meant a recall for Kolo Toure in defence, while Gerrard returned to central 
midfield with Jordan Henderson switching to the right of midfield in place of the 
benched Javi Manquillo. With Mario Balotelli having picked up a knock during 
training, teenage forward Sheyi Ojo was again named among the substitutes. 
The signs were there from the start. Only the width of the woodwork prevented 
Liverpool from falling behind after only 66 seconds. 
Leicester were awarded a free-kick to the right of goal 25 yards out and, with the 
Reds defence anticipating a cross, Riyah Mahrez curled a shot down the near side 
that struck the inside of Simon Mignolet's left-hand post and bounced out of 
reach of any visiting player. Philippe Coutinho smashed a shot harmlessly over in 
response, while there was early concern for Toure who required lengthy 
treatment after challenging for a high ball with Schlupp. 
Leicester defender Marcin Wasilewski had left his mark on a number of players in 
the meeting between the sides last month – breaking two of Adam Lallana's ribs 
in the process – and was soon at it again, knocking over Sterling and then going 
straight through Lallana. The visitors, buoyed by their first win in 14 games with a 
1-0 triumph at Hull City last Sunday, were much the livelier during the opening 
exchanges. And Mahrez came close again on 12 minutes, unable to keep his shot 
down when found by Schlupp after a strong run down the Leicester left. 
Liverpool, though, went ahead five minutes later in controversial circumstances. 
Coutinho released Sterling inside the area, and the England man then turned 
inside and hit a low cross that hit the sliding Morgan on the head. 
However, referee Jones ruled it had struck the Leicester skipper on the hand. For 
Morgan, sent off in Leicester's 3-1 home defeat to Liverpool four weeks earlier, it 
was tough to take. But Gerrard kept his cool among the tension to convert 
beyond Leicester goalkeeper Ben Hamer. Leicester pressed on. Schlupp was well 
off target having been allowed to race forward by Lallana, and Mahrez was a 
threat once more on 22 minutes when, after being fouled by Lucas 20 yards out, 
his free-kick struck the top of the wall and dropped narrowly over Mignolet's 
crossbar. Liverpool were laboured, but fashioned an opportunity on 31 minutes 
when Alberto Moreno fed Lallana from the left, who then found space before 
flashing a shot wide. Wasilewski earned an inevitable booking for chopping down 
Sterling before Liverpool were gifted the opportunity to double their lead on 40 
minutes. A dazzling, juggling run by Coutinho was ended by the outstretched left 
hand of Danny Simpson for this time a clear penalty. Gerrard stepped up and sent 
Hamer the wrong way. Henderson was inches away from a goal of the season 
contender in first-half injury time when, found direct by Gerrard's corner, he 
smashed a 25-yard volley wide. 
While Moreno was over with a shot six seconds into the second half, it was 
Leicester who continued to probe, Mamadou Sakho with a great last-ditch 
challenge to prevent Jamie Vardy a goalscoring opportunity. 
Substitute David Nugent glanced a free header wide from Matty James' corner, 
before the visitors deservedly turned the game on its head with two goals in as 
many minutes. There could be few complaints on 58 minutes when Vardy's 
header down found Nugent on the edge of the area and the Huyton-born striker 
smashed a brilliant angled volley into the bottom corner. 
But Liverpool were asleep to allow Mahrez to feed Schlupp, who was then given 
time and space to fire a low shot into the bottom corner from 20 yards. 
The Reds were stunned. Fabio Borini was introduced, and soon shot over after 
being fed by Sterling's pass. 
The Italian was then denied by his own team-mate when his effort from a low 
Henderson cross struck fellow substitute Lazar Markovic. 
Sterling selfishly went for glory on 82 minutes after a fine run and shot tamely at 
Hamer, when Borini then got in the way of Coutinho's thunderous drive. 
After Mignolet dealt with yet another Leicester corner on 86 minutes, Sakho burst 
out of defence and sent Henderson free but Hamer read his attempted clipped 
finish to save. 
But the winner wouldn't come at a frustrated Anfield. 
 

 

 

City battle back after going two down 
Liverpool (2) 2 
Gerrard pens (17,40) 
Leicester  (0) 2 
Nugent (58), Schlupp (60) 
Leicester City battled back from a two-goal deficit to earn a more than creditable 
draw at Liverpool, who were gifted two first-half penalties. 
Referee Mike Jones ruled the ball had hit Wes Morgan's hand when it was in fact 
his head and Steven Gerrard converted his first penalty on 17 minutes. 
Danny Simpson definitely handballed for the second spot-kick on 40 minutes, but 
whether he could have done anything about it is hugely debatable. 
However, Liverpool become the first team to score 100 Premier League penalties 
as Gerrard converted his second spot-kick. 
But battling Leicester hit back after the break through substitute David Nugent 
and Jeffrey Schlupp. 
City had created the majority of the early chances as their hosts struggled to 
regain the fluidity they displayed in Monday's victory over Swansea. 
Riyad Mahrez had three of his own in the first half-hour, two free-kicks from 
identical positions - one of which hit the post with goalkeeper Simon Mignolet 
beaten after just 66 seconds - and another from Schlupp's low left-wing cross. 
The Foxes knew from their encounter at home a month ago, when they took the 
lead but ended up losing 3-1, they could not afford to squander opportunities. 
It was Philippe Coutinho's pass to Raheem Sterling which produced the first, 
controversial, penalty as when the England international tried to cut the ball back 
it hit Morgan. 
Jones ruled it was hand but television replays showed it was face. Gerrard did not 
waste too much time worrying about it as he tucked away the spot-kick. 
Lifted from their slumber, Liverpool raised their game in the final third of the 
pitch with Adam Lallana directing a header wide and firing past the far post after 
shifting Alberto Moreno's cross from right foot to left on the edge of the area. 
The second penalty was all Coutinho's doing as his weaving run saw the ball 
bounce up and hit Simpson's hand. Gerrard went the other side to goalkeeper 
Ben Hamer's right. 
An indicator of confidence came when Henderson almost scored a goal of the 
season contender with a brilliant volley direct from Gerrard's corner. 
Leicester, understandably aggrieved with the officials' performance, upped the 
tempo after the break and only a perfectly-timed tackle from the ever-improving 
Mamadou Sakho prevented Jamie Vardy taking advantage of Kolo Toure's slip. 
But after Dean Hammond had missed a free-header from Matty James' flick-on at 
a corner there was a significant momentum change within less than two minutes. 
In the 58th minute, substitute Nugent volleyed home brilliantly from Vardy's 
knockdown and, with Liverpool still reeling from that, Schlupp beat Mignolet from 
the edge of the area just 100 seconds later. 
Late in the game Liverpool made a number of formation switches as Lazar 
Markovic and Fabio Borini - and later Rickie Lambert - were sent on in an attempt 
to salvage two dropped points. 
Borini had a couple of attempts, one blocked by Markovic, and then proceeded to 
get in the way of a thunderbolt from Coutinho before a clumsy challenge on him 
by Morgan could have resulted in a third penalty but the referee was not in that 
generous a mood. 
TEAMS 
Liverpool (3-4-3): 22 Simon Mignolet; 17 Mamadou Sakho, 04 Kolo Toure, 23 
Emre Can; 14 Jordan Henderson, 08 Steven Gerrard, 21 Lucas, 18 Alberto Moreno; 
10 Philippe Coutinho, 20 Adam Lallana, 31 Raheem Sterling.  
Subs: 52 Danny Ward, 6 Dejan Lovren, 9 Rickie Lambert (for Moreno, 85min), 19 
Javier Manquillo, 29 Fabio Borini (for Lallana, 55min), 50 Lazar Markovic (for 
Lucas, 72min), 54 Sheyo Ojo. 
Leicester City (4-5-1): 12 Ben Hamer, 17 Danny Simpson, 27 Marcin Wasilewski, 5 
Wes Morgan, 2 Ritchie De Laet; 26 Riyad Mahrez, 4 Danny Drinkwater, 7 Dean 
Hammond, 8 Matty James, 15 Jeff Schlupp: 9 Jamie Vardy. 
Subs: 16 Tom Lawrence, 18 Liam Moore, 19 Esteban Cambiasso (for Drinkwater, 
67min), 23 Leonardo Ulloa (for Vardy, 75min), 24 Anthony Knockaert, 31 Adam 
Smith, 35 David Nugent (for Drinkwater, 37min) 
Yellow cards :Lucas, Gerrard (Liverpool), Wasilewski, James (City) 
Referee: Mike Jones (Chester) 
Attendance: 44,720 
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Bottom club Leicester produced a stirring comeback to earn a deserved draw at 
Anfield and stall Liverpool's advance towards the top four. 
Two controversial Steven Gerrard penalties seemed to have set Liverpool on 
course to victory but the Foxes hit back with two goals in as many minutes. 
David Nugent crashed in from Jamie Vardy's chested pass and Jeff Schlupp drilled 
in from the edge of the box. 
Liverpool's Lazar Markovic missed a late free header as Leicester held on. 
Manager Nigel Pearson had called on Leicester to build on Sunday's first away win 
of the season at Hull with another positive result and his players produced a 
hugely encouraging display that keeps the Foxes within four points of safety. 
Liverpool were flattered by their 2-0 half-time lead and produced a stuttering 
performance devoid of the verve that had captivated Anfield during Monday 
night's 4-1 demolition of Swansea. 
That result had prompted a positive missive from the club's American owners, but 
Tom Werner and John Henry will no doubt be as dismayed as manager Brendan 
Rodgers to have seen the Reds play so poorly against opposition they had swept 
aside at the start of December. 
The visitors served notice of their threat in the first minute. A curling free-kick 
from Riyad Mahrez caught Simon Mignolet by surprise as it cannoned off the near 
post. 
Leicester's bright start continued as Mahrez met Schlupp's low cross from the left 
but clipped his shot high and wide. 
Liverpool made the visitors pay by taking the lead from a contentious Gerrard 
spot-kick. 
Foxes captain Wes Morgan was penalised by referee Mike Jones for handling 
Raheem Sterling's cut-back, but replays showed the ball struck the Leicester 
defender clean in the face. 
As the half wore on, Liverpool began to dictate and were rewarded with another 
penalty, only slightly less dubious than the first. 
Coutinho's pass struck Danny Simpson's slightly outstretched arm, and Gerrard 
stepped up to slot away his 31st Premier League penalty in 39 attempts. 
Leicester's revival was as spectacular as it was unexpected. 
Nugent started it off with a superb dipping strike after Vardy had chested Mathew 
James's pass into his path. 
And, moments later, with the hosts still shell-shocked, space opened up for 
Schlupp to fire a low drive past Mignolet from the edge of the area. 
Both sides pushed for a winner in a frenetic closing spell, with substitute Markovic 
meeting Sterling's cross, only to plant his header into the Kop. 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/30566674
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/30566674
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/30628268
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Full time Match ends, Liverpool 2, Leicester City 2. 
90:00+4:03Full time Second Half ends, Liverpool 2, Leicester City 2. 
90:00+3:22 Attempt missed. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool right footed shot from the left 
side of the box is high and wide to the right. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho following a 
corner. 
90:00+2:56 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Esteban Cambiasso. 
90:00+1:31 Foul by Mamadou Sakho (Liverpool. 
90:00+1:31 David Nugent (Leicester City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
90:00+0:53 Attempt blocked. Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City left footed shot from outside 
the box is blocked. 
90:00+0:06Booking Steven Gerrard (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
89:59 Foul by Steven Gerrard (Liverpool. 
89:59 Jeffrey Schlupp (Leicester City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
89:44 Attempt saved. David Nugent (Leicester City left footed shot from a difficult angle 
on the left is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Leonardo Ulloa with a through 
ball. 
89:06 Foul by Fabio Borini (Liverpool. 
89:06 Matthew James (Leicester City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
88:24Booking Matthew James (Leicester City is shown the yellow card. 
88:14 Attempt missed. Lazar Markovic (Liverpool header from the centre of the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
85:33 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ben Hamer. 
85:24 Attempt saved. Jordan Henderson (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of 
the box is saved in the centre of the goal. 
84:48 Corner, Leicester City. Conceded by Emre Can. 
84:27Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Rickie Lambert replaces Alberto 
Moreno. 
83:53 Attempt missed. Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City left footed shot from the right side 
of the box misses to the left following a corner. 
83:44 Attempt blocked. Marcin Wasilewski (Leicester City right footed shot from the 
centre of the box is blocked. 
82:46 Corner, Leicester City. Conceded by Alberto Moreno. 
82:04 Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
81:12 Attempt saved. Raheem Sterling (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Steven Gerrard. 
79:51 Raheem Sterling (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
79:51 Foul by Leonardo Ulloa (Leicester City. 
79:12 Foul by Mamadou Sakho (Liverpool. 
79:12 David Nugent (Leicester City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
78:32 Attempt saved. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of 
the box is saved in the top left corner. Assisted by Fabio Borini. 
76:06 Attempt blocked. Fabio Borini (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Jordan Henderson. 
75:03 Foul by Raheem Sterling (Liverpool. 
75:03 David Nugent (Leicester City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
74:13Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Leicester City. Leonardo Ulloa replaces 
Jamie Vardy. 
73:29 Attempt missed. Fabio Borini (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the 
box is too high. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
72:38 Corner, Leicester City. Conceded by Mamadou Sakho. 
72:35 Attempt blocked. David Nugent (Leicester City right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Jeffrey Schlupp. 
71:48Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Lazar Markovic replaces Lucas 
Leiva. 
68:24 Foul by Lucas Leiva (Liverpool. 
68:24 Matthew James (Leicester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
67:01 Attempt missed. Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City left footed shot from outside the 
box is high and wide to the left from a direct free kick. 
66:46Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Leicester City. Esteban Cambiasso replaces 
Dean Hammond. 
66:09 Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
66:09 David Nugent (Leicester City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
65:16 Attempt saved. Lucas Leiva (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the bottom left corner. 
63:06 Mamadou Sakho (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
63:06 Foul by Jamie Vardy (Leicester City. 
62:25 Foul by Fabio Borini (Liverpool. 
62:25 Wes Morgan (Leicester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
61:34 Foul by Alberto Moreno (Liverpool. 
61:34 Danny Simpson (Leicester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
59:35Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 2, Leicester City 2. Jeffrey Schlupp (Leicester City 
left footed shot from outside the box to the bottom right corner. Assisted by Riyad 
Mahrez. 
57:55Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 2, Leicester City 1. David Nugent (Leicester City 
right footed shot from outside the box to the bottom left corner. Assisted by Jamie 
Vardy. 
57:00 Attempt missed. David Nugent (Leicester City header from the centre of the box 
misses to the right. Assisted by Matthew James with a cross following a corner. 
56:36 Corner, Leicester City. Conceded by Emre Can. 
54:53Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Fabio Borini replaces Adam 
Lallana because of an injury. 
54:24 Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
53:26 Delay in match Adam Lallana (Liverpool because of an injury. 
51:13 Offside, Leicester City. Ben Hamer tries a through ball, but Jamie Vardy is caught 

 
offside. 
48:20 Foul by Adam Lallana (Liverpool. 
48:20 Ritchie de Laet (Leicester City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
47:41 Attempt missed. Matthew James (Leicester City right footed shot from outside the 
box is too high. 
46:11 Offside, Liverpool. Philippe Coutinho tries a through ball, but Raheem Sterling is 
caught offside. 
45:08 Attempt missed. Alberto Moreno (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of 
the box is too high. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
45:00 Second Half begins Liverpool 2, Leicester City 0. 
45:00+3:02Half time First Half ends, Liverpool 2, Leicester City 0. 
45:00+1:11 Attempt missed. Jordan Henderson (Liverpool right footed shot from outside 
the box misses to the left. Assisted by Steven Gerrard with a cross following a corner. 
45:00+0:39 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Danny Simpson. 
44:48 Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
44:48 Foul by Dean Hammond (Leicester City. 
43:56 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Wes Morgan. 
39:13Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 2, Leicester City 0. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool 
converts the penalty with a right footed shot to the bottom left corner. 
38:21 Penalty conceded by Danny Simpson (Leicester City with a hand ball in the penalty 
area. 
36:55 Attempt missed. Raheem Sterling (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box 
is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Jordan Henderson. 
36:21Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Leicester City. David Nugent replaces Daniel 
Drinkwater because of an injury. 
36:07 Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
35:39 Delay in match Daniel Drinkwater (Leicester City because of an injury. 
35:36Booking Marcin Wasilewski (Leicester City is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
35:08 Raheem Sterling (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
35:08 Foul by Marcin Wasilewski (Leicester City. 
32:08 Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
32:08 Foul by Jeffrey Schlupp (Leicester City. 
30:30 Attempt missed. Adam Lallana (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is 
close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Alberto Moreno. 
26:22 Attempt missed. Adam Lallana (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is 
high and wide to the left. Assisted by Alberto Moreno with a cross. 
22:58 Foul by Wes Morgan (Leicester City. 
22:58 Steven Gerrard (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
22:16 Attempt blocked. Alberto Moreno (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of 
the box is blocked. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
21:32 Corner, Leicester City. Conceded by Jordan Henderson. 
21:28 Attempt blocked. Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City left footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. 
20:41Booking Lucas Leiva (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
20:37 Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
20:37 Foul by Lucas Leiva (Liverpool. 
19:03 Attempt missed. Jeffrey Schlupp (Leicester City left footed shot from the left side 
of the box is high and wide to the left. Assisted by Riyad Mahrez with a through ball. 
16:41Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 1, Leicester City 0. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool 
converts the penalty with a right footed shot to the bottom right corner. 
15:43 Penalty conceded by Wes Morgan (Leicester City with a hand ball in the penalty 
area. 
14:45 Foul by Danny Simpson (Leicester City. 
14:45 Alberto Moreno (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
14:20 Attempt missed. Jeffrey Schlupp (Leicester City right footed shot from outside the 
box is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Marcin Wasilewski with a headed pass 
following a set piece situation. 
13:41 Jeffrey Schlupp (Leicester City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
13:41 Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
11:51 Attempt missed. Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City left footed shot from the centre of 
the box is close, but misses the top left corner. Assisted by Jeffrey Schlupp with a cross. 
9:56 Foul by Marcin Wasilewski (Leicester City. 
9:56 Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
7:57 Offside, Liverpool. Philippe Coutinho tries a through ball, but Jordan Henderson is 
caught offside. 
5:48 Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
4:23 Delay in match Kolo Touré (Liverpool because of an injury. 
3:44 Attempt blocked. Matthew James (Leicester City left footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. 
1:48 Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is too high. 
1:03 Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City hits the right post with a left footed shot from long 
range on the right from a direct free kick. 
0:27 Riyad Mahrez (Leicester City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
0:27 Foul by Alberto Moreno (Liverpool. 
0:00 First Half begins. 
0:00 Lineups are announced and players are warming up. 

 


